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Abstract

In emerging markets investing in the stock market represents good opportunity for achieving high & rapid return to some people. Investing in the stock market require knowledge and experience, many investors followed the herding policy witch sometimes lead to huge unexpected loses, being unable to explain the stock market actions will lead to dramatic situations. Mutual funds provide the experience management and the required diversification for unexperienced investors. Many studies have developed models for performance evaluation and have examined whether fund managers provide value added for investors or not.

This dissertation specifically investigates mutual funds in one of the emerging economies, the Egyptian market, using a three years weekly dataset. Policy and differences in characteristics of mutual funds in Egypt encourage The researcher to examine how fund managers perform and what strategy they use in managing their portfolios; then ask what are the factors that influence the investors selection process for a certain fund, finally examine the impact of fund size on performance and performance measures. The results showed that mutual fund managers better evaluate the Egyptian funds using sharpe model witch adjust return base on the total risk, as with no formally stated betas in Egypt, using systematic risk in Treynor model will not be accurate or even reliable in the Egyptian market, same applied to Jensen Alpha model.

Using the informational ratio during the period of the study to compare the fund performance to the Eg30 market index helped in avoiding the negative results, which caused by the effect of the high risk free rate during this period, due to the effect of the financial crisis followed by the Egyptian revolution.

There is persistence in performance in general mutual funds. This evidence is statistically and economically significant although it derives mainly from poorly performing funds which continue to perform badly. The regression analysis showed that Size do not significantly affect the performance of the Egyptian funds.

Egyptian investors base their selection mainly on the fund past performance and the manager image, while ignoring the effect of transaction cost while selecting the fund.
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